M18 FUEL™ 1/2" Drill/Driver with ONEKEY™
Kit
270522

What's Included
(1) M18 FUEL™ 1/2" Drill/Driver with ONEKEY™ (Tool
Only) (270520)
(2) M18™ REDLITHIUM™ XC5.0 Extended Capacity
Battery Pack (48111850)
(1) M18™ & M12™ MultiVoltage Charger (48591812)
(1) Belt Clip
(1) Bit Holder
(1) Side Handle
(1) Carrying Case

Features
POWERSTATE™ Brushless Motor: delivers 1,200 inlbs
of Peak Torque and up to 2,000 RPM for Faster Drilling
Speeds

Specifications
Voltage

18V

Battery
Warranty

3 Year

ONEKEY
Enabled

Yes

Length

7.20"

ONEKEY™ Enabled: Allows unlimited customization
and control of output speed and power

Weight

4.80 lbs

Easily toggle between up to four custom performance
profiles that can be saved to the memory of the tool

No Load RPM

0550/02,000

Peak Torque

1,200 inlbs

Chuck Type

1/2" Metal Single Sleeve  Ratcheting
Lock

Tool Warranty

5 Years

REDLINK PLUS™ Intelligence: prevents damage to the
tool and battery due to overloading or overheating
REDLITHIUM™ XC5.0 Batteries: deliver more work per
charge and more work over the life of the battery

Overview
The M18 FUEL™ Drill/Driver features a POWERSTATE™ Brushless Motor that delivers 1,200 inlbs of peak torque and up to 2,000
RPM, providing faster drilling speed under heavy load to increase productivity. At only 7.20” in length, it is the Most Compact drill in its
class, reducing fatigue when used for extended periods of time and allowing access to tight work spaces. REDLINK PLUS™ intelligence
ensures maximum performance and protection from overload, overheating and overdischarge. REDLITHIUM battery packs deliver more
work per charge and more work over the life of the pack than the competitors.
ONEKEY™ enabled, this is the industry’s first Drill/Driver that wirelessly connects
to a smart phone to provide unlimited customization and control of the tool’s performance. The ONEKEY™ Mobile app features
predetermined setups for specific fasteners and materials, or provides complete control over output speed and power to customize the tool
for the specific application at hand. Once the desired output performance is reached, the custom profile is then saved to the memory of the
tool and the connection to the smart phone is no longer necessary. The tool’s memory supports up to 4 custom profiles that can be easily
accessed with the touch of a button on the tool. Your custom profiles are also saved in the cloud so that they can be accessed at any time.
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